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The Fifth Illinois Cavalry organized in southern Illinois in the autumn of 1861, and 

consisted of men who were hostile to “Negroes,” staunch Democrats, and Evangelical Christians, 

with profound pro-Union convictions.  All these factors contributed to enlistment, with patriotic 

sentiments the strongest.  Joining the Federal army, according to one Illinois cavalryman, meant 

fighting for the Union, to Aestablish the government of our Fathers on a firm and lasting basis.@1  

The Fifth=s commanding officers received their commissions because of close ties to the 

Republican Party.  Colonel Hall Wilson, a thirty-year-old British native, served as a clerk in the 

Illinois State Auditor=s Office, and was a friend and boarder of Republican State Auditor Jesse K. 

DuBois.  Wilson initially served as major of the Twenty-seventh Illinois Infantry and fought at the 

battle of Belmont, Missouri in November 1861 before he received his commission with the Fifth 

Illinois.  Lieutenant Colonel Benjamin Wiley, a forty-year-old farmer from Makanda, helped form 

the Republican Party in southern Illinois.  He ran on the Republican ticket for congress in 1856, 

worked closely with David L. Phillips and Abraham Lincoln during the 1858 senatorial debates, 

and served as a Republican delegate in the 1858 and 1860 elections.  Political patronage also 

secured commissions for majors Speed Butler, Thomas A. Apperson, and James Farnan.2 

The army mustered in the Fifth Illinois throughout the fall of 1861, but the regiment did 

not reach its full complement of twelve companies until December.  The men spent the first six 

months of duty in training at Camp Butler in Sangamon County, Illinois.  In February 1862, the 
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regiment joined Brigadier General Frederick Steele’s division in Missouri.  After a few skirmishes 

in the southeastern part of the state, Steele’s troops became part of Major General Samuel R. 

Curtis’s Army of the Southwest at Jacksonport, Arkansas.  Curtis’s combined forces moved 

through north-central Arkansas in July toward Helena, a small river port on the Mississippi River. 

 The army marched through strong Secesh territory, where Rebel guerrillas and Southern 

sympathizers worked closely to slow the progress of the Federal army.  Union soldiers struggled 

against Confederate ambushes and coped with foul water and food poisoned by citizens and 

partisans.  Though the Federal army suffered severely on the march from the lack of potable water 

and food, the men obeyed the army’s orders to respect the property of Southern citizens.  Many 

soldiers who suffered through that terrible march believed the army should have taken supplies 

from the civilians who hampered their progress.  Sergeant Major John P. Mann, a forty-year-old 

merchant from Randolph County, kept a daily record of his observations and opinions in his diary. 

Mann held strong views on how to conduct the war, AI do not think the [R]ebels should be 

protected in the possession of their property. . . .  We cannot expect to end the war by coaxing 

and persuading [R]ebels to be loyal, but should punish them, and make them feel war untill [sic] 

they are subdued.  Many of the boys are angry because of the leniency shown to [R]ebels around 

here.@3 

The Fifth arrived at Helena on 12 July.  Their service in Arkansas would last until May 

1863.  It would be at this strategic port on the Mississippi River that the men of the Fifth Illinois 

Cavalry would learn and practice the concept of total war: one waged against both the 

Confederate army and civilians who supported the Southern cause.  Their time at Helena would 

also foster a new respect for slaves and freedmen, and where the men would learn the value of 
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quality leadership. 

The Federal army’s attitude toward Southern property owners soon reflected those held 

by the Fifth Illinois.  The passage by Congress of the second Confiscation Act on 17 July 1862, 

aided the Federal army in acquiring resources from civilians.  Congress legalized the seizure and 

confiscation of property, including cotton and slaves, of any person or persons in rebellion against 

the United States.  Quarter-Master Sergeant Thaddeus B. Packard, Company C, a twenty-six-

year-old carpenter from Bloomington, applauded the passage of the Confiscation Act: 

AConfiscation of the property of all Rebels is the wach [sic] word from this time hensforth [sic].  

This is the only thing they [Rebels] can[‘]t swallow.  Some of the rich Planters are trying to get 

loyal right off. . . .  The fine old plantation [of] Reb ‘Genl’ [Gideon] Pillow is taking on so . . . [it 

looks like] a Common and nothing but weeds [are] growing on it.@  It became the unofficial goal 

of the Federal cavalry at Helena to strip the local population of food, agricultural goods, horses 

and mules, and slaves—any materials that supported the many Confederate bands in the area.  

Newly-promoted Second Lieutenant John Mann believed appropriating Rebel property, especially 

slaves, “was one way we had of whipping the [R]ebels that was almost as effective as fighting, 

taking their property from them and applying it to the Union cause.”4 

Plantations owned by Confederate officers and Southern sympathizers abounded in and 

around Helena, Phillips County, and the estates became prime targets for Federal scavenging and 

foraging.  By early August, many Federal cavalry commanders realized the benefits of establishing 

camps at the outlying plantations.  Not only did the environment provide better air and water for 

the men, but quality forage for their horses.  Plantations became the supply depots for the cavalry, 

providing meat, vegetables, and fruit to the men=s diet and corn for their horses.  In August, the 
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Fifth Illinois camped between Pillow’s two plantations southwest of Helena, and fed their horses 

out of the general=s extensive fields of green corn.5 

Outlying estates of Confederates and Southern sympathizers also became prime targets 

during cavalry scouts.  The Illinoisans favored stopping at Confederate Captain Francis P. 

Redman=s home near Lawrenceville whenever they patrolled toward Clarendon (figure 1).  The 

Federal cavalry visited his plantation at every opportunity, and slaughtered the Aold [R]ebel[=]s 

beef, pork, mutton, chickens[,] geese, ducks, and took his sweet potatoes, corn, honey, pots, 

kettles, buckets, and everything they could render useful, leaving his household effects alone 

unmolested.”  Many officers encouraged the soldiers to take what they needed.  Lieutenant 

Colonel Samuel N. Wood, Sixth Missouri Cavalry, who witnessed the Fifth chasing Redman=s last 

chicken, directed the men: A>Boys it is our right to take everything from the [R]ebels that is useful 

to us, or them, nothing else=.”  Though the confiscation of private property became one strategy 

to deny the Confederates the means to carry on the war, plundering and foraging became a 

favorite pastime for the Illinoisans, and as Lieutenant Mann remarked, Athe bright side of a 

soldier[=]s life.@6 

Many Phillips County residents requested protection from the constant Federal scavenging 

by petitioning the commanders at Helena.  General Steele=s willingness to accept a landowner=s 

loyalty and his lack of enthusiasm to curb Rebel activity, led many soldiers to question his ability to 

command.  Others, like Lieutenant Mann, even questioned Steele=s loyalty.  AThe guerrillas are 

becoming more bold in this vicinity and if any other man except Gen[.] Steele was in command, 

they [the Rebel guerrillas] would be severly [sic] punished.  Gen[.] Steele is a Southern[-]raised 

man. . . .  He sympathizes too much with the [R]ebels.@  The Chicago Tribune condemned Steele=s 
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assistance to Southern slave owners in returning runaways who had sought protection within the  

 

Union lines.7 

The plantations south of Helena became prime foraging ground for both cotton and food. 

Landowners such as Pruit, Craig, McAlpin, Johnson, and Pride had their fields stripped clean of 

vegetables, especially corn, cotton, and wild and domesticated fruit, while no mule or horse was 

safe from seizure from the Federal cavalry.   In late September, Steele granted protection to 

plantation owner McAlpin after he claimed loyalty to the Union.  The general placed guards 

around the plantation located about six miles south of Helena on the Old Town Road.  McAlpin=s 

loyalty became clear, however, when Rebel guerrillas captured the Federal guards during their first 

night=s watch.  When word arrived at Helena of the pickets= disappearance, Steele arrested 
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McAlpin and placed him in the guardhouse at Helena.  It is not clear whether the sentries were 

Fifth Illinois soldiers, but nonetheless, the sting of betrayal was evident in Lieutenant Mann=s 

words, AOur boys were very angry about it [the capture of the guards], and will destroy his 

[McAlpin =s] plantation if they get an opportunity.@
8 

A few days later, Saturday, 27 September, Mann=s messmates, redressed the wrongs 

inflicted by McAlpin.  The Illinoisans Abrought much provision in [to] camp from the plantation of 

McAlpin . . . , and we are having plenty to eat.@  Mann shared his meals with Corporal Samuel S. 

Armour, an unmarried printer from Sparta; Hiram Little, an odd genius whom the boys nicknamed 

AGum Swamp@; Jacob M. Hooker, a thirty-three-year-old carpenter and James C. Clendenin, a 

nineteen-year-old farmer, both from Jones Creek; Henry Gilbreath practiced farming in Liberty; 

and Sergeant James Nesbit, a twenty-seven-year-old painter from Sparta.  Mann=s best friend, 

Kentucky-native Thomas H. Barnfield and his brother John, both from Mann=s hometown of Jones 

Creek, also shared meals with the lieutenant.  Mann mentioned Thomas Barnfield so frequently in 

his diary and in his letters to his wife that he referred to him only as AT.H.B.@9 

During the late summer and early autumn Rebel cavalry in Phillips County elevated the 

technique of annoying Federal picket posts, guards, and forage trains to a fine art.  In August, 

Confederates captured twenty-seven wagons carrying food and ailing First Wisconsin cavalrymen 

at Hughes= Ferry, thirty miles north of Helena.  A few weeks later, the First Indiana Cavalry lost 

sixteen men near Old Town to a Rebel ambush.  Soldiers reported daily attacks and ambushes on 

Federal pickets and guards, but Steele did very little to curtail Rebel activity.  Brigadier General 

Alvin P. Hovey, Fourth Division, Army of the Southwest, in an effort to protect his position, 

finally added additional guards and pickets to the outlying areas.  The Fifth Illinois contributed 
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forty-four men to picket duty on the Old Town and River roads, two miles from the Federal lines.10 

Attitudes changed in mid-October when Brigadier General Eugene A. Carr replaced Steele 

as the commander at Helena.  Earlier in the war, Carr had received the Congressional Medal of 

Honor for his service at the Battle of Elkhorn Tavern (Pea Ridge).  The Fifth had also served with 

Carr since July 1862 and he was Arespected by all.@  Many in the Fifth believed that the change in 

generals would initiate a policy of no tolerance toward Southern sympathizers.  AHe [Carr] is a 

much better officer than Gen[.] Steele, and has no sort of sympathy for the [R]ebels, but does 

everything he can to subdue the rebellion, and help the Union cause.  He >treats them as enemies=, 

and destroyers of our fair land and peaceful homes, that should be whipped instead of coaxed.@  

Though the commanding officers of the Federal army were slow to enforce a strong policy toward 

locals, regimental and company commanders had encouraged it, or Ado not see or know of it, as 

they look the other way.@  In either case, the Illinoisans Aconfiscate[d] considerable eatables at 

times.@11 

 Under Carr=s direction, officers immediately set out to curtail partisan activity in the 

marshes south of the Federal lines.  Intelligence reached Hovey that two Confederates named 

White and Pruit were at the White plantation, located at Swan Lake, one of many small bodies of 

water scattered throughout the swamp.  Hovey ordered two-hundred men of the Fifth Illinois to 

proceed to the White estate, take possession of the Rebels, and escort them back across the 

Mississippi River, without allowing the prisoners to enter Federal lines.  Hovey ordered the large 

contingency to counter any possibility of surprise by the small Confederate groups that prowled the 

area.  He may also have anticipated trouble with the reported forty armed slaves that guarded the 

two Confederates at the White plantation.12 
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The following day, 19 October, a Fifth Illinois detachment, commanded by Virginia-born 

Captain George W. McConkey, Company E, left Helena on the Old Town Road.  They headed 

toward the lowlands south of Helena, where boggy little streams led from nowhere to nowhere.  

During the rainy season, the area became a large swamp that stretched almost twenty miles to Old 

Town.  The waterlogged ground supported tall cypress trees, whose huge bell-shaped black trunks 

reached down into the spongy earth.  Cane breaks bordered the swamps, and everywhere, even in 

mid-October, the men heard the buzzing of mosquitoes; some soldiers even spotted alligators in 

the water.  On higher ground, plantation owners cultivated corn and cotton.  The regiment spent 

most of the day lost in the swamp, unable to find Swan Lake.  After stopping at another plantation 

on Old Town Lake, they learned the White plantation was at Long Lake.13 

The Fifth nearly captured two other Confederates who were trying to round up slaves to 

take them across White River and away from Federal authorities.  Throughout eastern Arkansas, 

slave owners secretly requested Rebels to relocate their slaves to keep them from seizure by the 

Federal army.  When confronted by Federal authorities, the planters, feigning loyalty, claimed 

Rebels stole their property.  Lieutenant Mann believed the planters and the Rebels worked together 

for Athe system requires deciet [sic], fraud, lying, and force, to keep it up.@14 

The Fifth rode through the swamp without incident, until they reached the White 

plantation, found a few miles north of Old Town.  There the horsemen found Pruit, but White had 

fled his father=s plantation to the safety of the Craig home.  The only other Caucasian at the White 

estate was the overseer—a man named Lynch.  He informed the Federals that all the slaves on the 

plantation had obtained arms, and if the Federals took Pruit away, his life would be in danger.  

Lieutenant Mann had no sympathy for Lynch and wrote reflectively on the situation in his diary.  
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I told him we could only leave him to his fate, for our orders were imperetive [sic]  
to set the young man across the river, and that if his life [Lynch] was in danger[,] it 
was his misfortune (the misfortune of being so closely connected with the institution 
of slavery, and this the treason of the slaveholders) and he must do as he thought best 
under the circumstance[:] leave the slaves to their freedom or remain with them untill 
[sic] they freed themselves.   

 
What a strange state of affairs?  Here was a man, who[,] just at the last moment,  
trembling and pale with fear, when he saw the real situation he was in, and began 
to realize the relation he held towards the fifty slaves he h[a]d so long kept in 
subjection [sic], was ready to cry out for help from the >abolitionists=, or any 
one else who could relieve him from the torture of his own victims.15 

 
McConkey allowed the slaves to keep their arms, and after searching the plantation, the 

Fifth rode away, leaving the overseer=s fate to the freedmen.  By allowing the ex-slaves to remain 

armed, McConkey initiated a policy that the Federal government would not embrace until January 

1863, when President Abraham Lincoln announced the Emancipation Proclamation. 

Over the eleven months the Fifth served at Helena, the men evolved in their opinions of 

slaves and freedmen, which were reflected in how the soldiers referred to them in their diaries and 

letters.  In early 1862, before the Fifth encountered slaves on a daily basis, the cavalrymen referred 

to slaves as Adarkies@ and Aniggers.@ As daily contact increased between the Illinoisans and slaves 

during the summer of 1862, the cavalrymen wrote about Acontraband@ or ANegroes.@  By the time 

the Fifth left Helena in May 1863, however, the Illinoisans had not only fought alongside freed 

slaves, but had relied on them for aid and information.  A newfound respect had developed among 

the soldiers and they referred to slaves and freedmen as Afriends.@16 

Still searching for White, McConkey=s horsemen rode to Craig=s plantation, the largest 

estate any of the men had seen in Arkansas.  One soldier recalled his astonishment at seeing such a 

rich estate in the quagmires around Old Town: A[Craig=s] splendid, palatial, brick mansion, 

surrounded by a lawn and yard, well adorned with trees, flowers, shrubbery, and all the appliances 
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that nature an[d] art could combine. . . .  added much to the interest, if not the beauty of this fine 

>patriarchial= [sic] estate.@17 

After halting in Craig=s yard, the men dismounted and began their search for the suspected 

Confederate.  Captain McConkey and Lieutenant Mann walked toward the main house where the 

ALady of the Mansion@ awaited them.  Though the woman exhibited Ano little degree of trepidation 

and anxiety at [their] approach,@ she greeted the Northerners cordially.  After calling for her 

husband, Mr. Craig and a young man joined the small party in the front hall of the home.  The 

captain explained their presence at the plantation and asked Craig the whereabouts of White.  The 

young man admitted his identity, Awhile a shade of anxiety and fear flashed on his face.”  

McConkey explained that White would be placed under arrest and taken across the Mississippi.18 

Mrs. Craig declared White to be loyal and a nonpartisan in the war.  She explained that 

many rumors about people=s disloyalty were not true, especially if slaves had supplied the 

information.  Mann=s obdurate response startled Mrs. Craig, AThe [N]egroes are all the loyal 

people we find in many places in the south, and we are compelled to look to them for information 

and depend upon our own judgment as to whether it is correct or not.@  Lieutenant Mann 

witnessed Mrs. Craig=s mortification that the slave=s word was held in higher esteem than her own. 

The Southern matriarch continued to express her loyalty by claiming friendship with both Curtis 

and Steele, but the lieutenant remained undaunted in his belief of the Craigs= disloyalty.19 

McConkey decided to allow both White and Pruit to remain free, since the cavalrymen had 

no means to ferry the two captured Confederates across the Mississippi River.  The captain 

paroled both men and ordered them to stay at the Craig plantation until he obtained additional 

instructions from Hovey.  Though many soldiers were convinced of the plantation owners’ 
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disloyalty, especially after claiming friendship with Steele, McConkey seemed assured the Craigs 

were Union supporters who would guard the two-suspected Rebels.20 

Unknown to the Fifth Illinois or the commanders at Helena, three Confederate cavalry 

companies had infiltrated the swamp between Old Town and the Federal lines in mid-October.  

First to arrive in the area was Tennessee-born Captain Samuel Corley and his cavalry.  Corley 

initially joined the Confederate army as a Presbyterian minister, but in November 1861, resigned to 

raise a cavalry company.  His men became part of Francis M. Chrisman=s cavalry battalion in July 

1862.  Chrisman ordered Corley to move his men toward Helena to watch the Federal army, and to 

weaken them by attacking pickets and foragers whenever an opportunity arose.  Corley left Cotton 

Plant on 13 October with approximately fifty-five men, and rode toward Trenton, where Captain 

George W. Rutherford and his fifty-three men joined the group.  The thirty-two-year-old 

Rutherford had raised his company in Independence County, Arkansas.  Both companies contained 

seasoned soldiers as well as recruits who had never been tried in battle.21 

An unidentified local guide helped Corley and Rutherford=s men navigate through the 

Arkansas swamps undetected by the Federals for almost a week.  The Confederate partisans 

scouted around the southern border of the Federal lines looking to gain an advantage and ambush a 

Federal party, but no opportunity arose.  While out scouting on the afternoon of 20 October, the 

partisans encountered Confederate Captain Alfred Johnson and fifty-seven cavalrymen of his Texas 

Spy Company near Trenton.  Johnson had left his camp near St. Charles on the White River the 

previous day on a scout to Helena.  He, too, looked for an opportunity to ambush a Federal party. 

 When Corley informed Johnson of his plan to proceed to Old Town Aand there lie in wait till [he] 

could strike a blow,” Johnson Aexpressed his willingness and pleasure to act in concert.”  Johnson=s 
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men, handpicked by their captain, had the confidence and prowess of eight months experience 

attacking Federal cavalry.  The Fifth Illinois had encountered these pestiferous partisans several 

times since their occupation of Helena.  The Confederate=s combined forces totaled between 150 

and 167 men.22 

Early in the morning of Wednesday, 22 October 1862, one-hundred-and-fifty men of the 

Fifth Illinois left their camp at the base of Crowley=s Ridge to plunder the rich cornfields at the 

McAlpin estate.  Each company contributed only a few men to the foraging party.  Disability and 

death had thinned the Fifth Illinois ranks, and many men still suffered from malaria, gastrointestinal 

ailments, typhus, and typhoid.  Northern hospitals received the worst cases at the end of 

September, but the regimental hospitals at Helena remained full.  Many more men suffered alone 

and untreated in their tents.  The more able-bodied soldiers of the Fifth left on 20 October with 

Major Thomas Apperson for a two-day scout.  Not only did the Fifth Illinois lack sufficient men 

for the foraging party, but the regiment probably had an inadequate number of experienced, healthy 

officers to command the men.  During the Fifth=s first six months at Helena, the regiment lost ten 

corporals, ten sergeants, five lieutenants, five captains, one colonel, and one lieutenant colonel, 

resulting from death, disability discharge, or resignation because of poor health.23  

Many commissioned officers in the Fifth were unavailable for service in October.  Colonel 

Hall Wilson had taken his second leave of absence in three months, due to diarrhea and typhoid.  In 

September, a family crisis and illness forced Lieutenant Colonel Benjamin Wiley to resign his 

commission.  Those two months also saw the absence of Major James Farnan, an Irish physician, 

and one of the regiment=s more popular officers, who had been ordered to Illinois for recruiting 

service.  One captain, ten sergeants, and two corporals accompanied Farnan.  Chronic diarrhea 
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compelled Major Abel Seley, the regiment=s most talented officer, to take a medical leave of 

absence.24 

The command of the regiment fell to First Major Thomas A. Apperson, a native Virginian 

who became an influential Republican with vast land holdings in Neoga, Illinois.  Apperson 

obtained his major=s position, like the other Fifth Illinois commissioned officers, through political 

ties.  Throughout his first year of service in the Fifth, however, Apperson developed into an 

experienced and competent officer, who had held several command positions.  

Major Thomas A. Apperson 

Major Apperson, in all likelihood, appointed the command of the foraging party to First 

Lieutenant William N. Elliott, Company G, before he left on the two-day scout.  This may have 

been the forty-three-year-old lieutenant=s first solo command.  Considering the Confederate activity 

in the area, and the constant state of alertness needed at the time, Apperson=s decision to send the 

foraging party out under the command of a single rookie lieutenant proved unwise.  As it turned 

out, Apperson=s choice for command developed into one of the greatest mistakes a Fifth Illinois 

officer made during the war.25 

The Illinois foraging party saddled up at daylight and moved out on the ridge road, riding 

south until they hit the road to Old Town.  A wet, heavy fog drifted along the swamp deadening 
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the sound of the wagons, horses and men, and obscuring the road ahead.  A cold autumn mist 

permeated the air and carried with it a hint of the winter weather to come.  Though the fog 

obscured their line of sight, the Illinoisans rode with confidence and ease, not suspecting that three 

companies of Confederate cavalry scouted within a few miles of their location. 

By chance, Corley and Johnson chose to use the same road the Fifth followed that fateful 

Wednesday.  They left camp early in the morning, anxious for some action, and arrived at a large 

cane break on Old Town Road before the Fifth even left the ridge road.  Corley positioned pickets 

in the cane breaks, while the remainder of his men concealed themselves in the bordering woods.  

Their patience paid off, and by 10:00 A.M., the pickets informed Corley and Johnson that a Federal 

column approached their position.  Corley withdrew farther into the forest, allowing the 

unsuspecting Fifth Illinois to travel unmolested.  The Rebels counted the Illinoisans and wagons as 

they passed, and Johnson estimated the foraging party consisted of thirty-two wagons, guarded by 

236 Federals: easy pickings for the experienced bushwhackers.  The Rebels waited thirty minutes, 

then withdrew from their concealment and cautiously pursued the Federals down Old Town Road. 

This tactic placed the Fifth Illinois in a vulnerable position: isolating the Federals and impeding, if 

not fully obstructing, their avenue of escape.26 

The Fifth column rode slowly down the pike followed by their heavy wagons until they 

reached McAlpin=s farm.  The Illinoisans dismounted, and thinking they were safe, left their horses 

and weapons at the edge of the fields.  Teamsters parked the wagons in two of the cornfields, 

while the boys scattered over the two acres.  Lieutenant Elliott had not expected any trouble and 

had only posted two pickets on the road by McAlpin=s farm, one small group of armed guards in 

the yard, and a third small group at the edge of the cornfields.  None of the guards had a line of 
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sight with any of the other sentinels (figure 2).  The lieutenant=s lack of experience was evident in 

his decision to disarm and accompany the soldiers into the field to gather corn.  Another Fifth 

Illinois lieutenant complained that Ahad [Elliott] remained with the excort [sic] and have rallied the 

whole of our boys together[,] they could have checked the Rebels so that most of them could have 

been saved from capture.@
27 

The Rebels moved quietly down Old Town Road, so silently that they surprised the first 

Illinois pickets, who did not recognize the Rebels until it was too late.  The Confederates took the 

Federals prisoner without the use of guns.  Corley transferred the prisoners to the back of the 

column for safekeeping, while the rest of the Rebel horsemen rode warily down the road.  Johnson 

expected to be waylaid by hidden Illinois guards, but only encountered the second pickets in the 

McAlpin yard.  Again, the Illinois men readily surrendered without firing off a warning shot to 

their fellow soldiers.28 

From the road, the Rebels could see the third party of eight Illinois pickets at the mouth of 

the lane leading to the cornfields.  They also saw the Illinois cavalrymen leisurely gathering corn; 

their horses pastured near the guards at the field opening.  Both Federal parties remained unaware 

of the Rebel approach.  The Confederate captains took a few minutes to outline the plan of attack. 

Johnson detailed Lieutenant Thomas James and six men to charge the pickets.  The remainder of 

the Rebel cavalry would advance on the soldiers in the field, with Johnson in the lead.  They would 

attack in squads and singly, firing with their double-barreled shotguns loaded with buckshot. 

It was a beautiful and quiet Wednesday morning.  The sun had finally risen above the 

cypress, dissipating the mist, and the boys of the Fifth were enjoying the time away from camp.  As 

they leisurely filled the wagons with corn, many chatted with comrades.  They had been at their 
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task for almost an hour when the Rebels attacked.  Few Illinoisans considered themselves in danger 

 

and consequently, only a few took side arms into the field; many left their weapons, 

uniforms, and other possessions on their horses while they worked.  The peaceful scene was 

suddenly shattered with shouts from the Texas and Arkansas cavalrymen and the sound of shotgun 

blasts.  As the Rebels rushed into the field, blazing away, many Illinoisans bolted for cover, but a 

few took a stand, shooting wildly, but with deadly aim.  The Fifth wounded two of the Texans, and 

one Illinoisan came close to killing Johnson when he shot and killed the captain=s old warhorse, 

Copperhead.  The whole field was a pandemonium of gun smoke and shouting men.29 

Private Jonas H. Roe, Company M, an unarmed corn gatherer, had anticipated action that 

morning.  Though he took no arms with him into the field, except a pocketknife, he had 

Aexpect[ed] an attack & consequently I was not taken by surprise.  I told several that morning that 
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our train would be cut off some of these days & perhaps it would be taken today.@  When Roe 

heard the shotgun blasts, he was Anot at all excited & consequently I knew that the only chance to 

escape was [in] running to the thick kain [sic] & hiding [in] the cane[,] wa[s] about 1/4 of a mile 

off so I ran for that and hid until a Relief came from Helena.@30  The cane breaks became the only 

refuge for the survivors of the ambush. 

Many Illinoisans did not reach safety and were shot down by the Rebel cavalry.  Johnson 

and Corley reportedly killed as many as forty Illinoisans, but, in reality, they hit only a few.  Private 

Joseph T. Voorhees, Company F, died immediately when fifteen buckshot pierced his body.  The 

twenty-seven-year-old constable lived with his newlywed wife in Hutsonville, Crawford County.  

Corporal James B. Martin, Company M, died of wounds he received in the back while fleeing the 

attacking Rebels.  Surgeons failed to remove all the buckshot, and Martin=s wounds mortified, 

killing him six days after the ambush.  Martin had been a thirty-three-year-old, unmarried farmer 

from Fairfield, Wayne County.  Private Jonathan D. Dryden, Company E, from Charleston in Coles 

County, received a wound to his right arm and crippled him enough to be taken prisoner.  

Fortunately, Dryden escaped and later received medical assistance from the Federal surgeons; 

however, his stay in the hospital made him vulnerable to disease, and the twenty-seven-year-old 

Dryden died at Jefferson Barracks in St. Louis in January 1863.  Nineteen-year-old LeRoy P. 

Kilgore, Company A, died seven days after being shot in the chest with buckshot.31 

  The strangest story of the ambush involved Private Rodney Atkins of Company A.  Atkins 

claimed Corley shot him in the arm after he had surrendered and was under Confederate guard.  

Apparently, Confederate surgeons could not remove the spent ball in his arm and Atkins received a 

disability discharge for his wound when he returned to his regiment in February 1863.  John W. 
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Roberts, Company G, received wounds to his neck and the small of his back.  The twenty-two-

year-old farm laborer from Oconee, Shelby County, lived, but also received a disability discharge in 

December 1862.32 

The Confederate attack was flawless: the Illinoisans knew nothing of the Rebel approach.  

When Corley and Johnson entered the fields, the Fifth boys scattered, Aeach trying to escape the 

best way he could and taking care of himself.@  Corley boasted about his men=s actions, many of 

whom had never seen battle: ASo perfectly unsuspecting did they [Fifth Illinois] seem, they did not 

move till we were within 200 yards of them, when they simultaneously made a general stampede, 

our troops pursuing; not withstanding their perfect surprise, a few of them fought bravely, but it 

was to no purpose.@  The Confederate captain praised all his officers and men who participated, 

especially the new soldiers, where Athere was not a pale cheek@ among them.33 

Confederate Private W. A. Crouch, Rutherford=s Company, an untried soldier before 22 

October, described his baptism of fire in a letter to his wife.  

For the first time I found myself a targot [sic] for Yankee bullits [sic].  Severel [sic]  
minnie balls came singing near my head, but we kept charging along the lane 
beside the field untill [sic] we came to the gap where they [Federals] had gone in  
the field, and we plunged right into the midst of them.  Some of them fought, but  
the most of them surrendered or ran off.  We killed about 25 or 30 and took  
eight[-]four Yankees and 7 [N]egro=s [sic]. . . .  The most of us did not fire a gun, 
for we so completly [sic] surprised them, that they surrendered without fighting.34 

 
Of the 150 Fifth Illinois men ambushed, eighty-one, including Lieutenant Elliott, became 

prisoners, while the rest made Aa regular skedaddle,” narrowly escaping Rebel buckshot or capture. 

Many Illinoisans, like Roe, escaped their captors by hiding in the cane breaks, eventually as few 

found their way back to the Fifth=s camp at Duck Grove near the base of Crowley=s Ridge.35 

Johnson reported his men took 15 wagons (partially filled with corn), 80 mules, 30 horses, 
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and burnt between 8 and 10 wagons for lack of time to remove them from the plantation.  In total, 

the ambush cost the Fifth Illinois more than $10,000 worth of equipment including 75 horses, 156 

mule harnesses, 21 wagons, 25 sabers with sashes and belts, 3 cartridge boxes, 116 pistols (French, 

Colt, navy, and horse), and 12 rifles.  Some men even lost valuable personal items, such as letters 

from home and money they had stored in their saddlebags.36 

The attack lasted only a few minutes, and when the gunfire died away, the Rebels hastily 

gathered up their prisoners and wagons, and retreated toward St. Charles on the White River.  

Corley knew the Federals would launch a rescue and he wanted a good head start.  A few of the 

escaped Illinoisans reached the Fifth=s camp by one o=clock in the afternoon.  Lieutenant-Colonel 

Simeon D. Swan, Fourth Iowa Cavalry, marshaled the rescuers, composed of about one hundred 

Fifth Illinois soldiers and detachments from the Fifth Kansas and Fourth Iowa Cavalry, and a 

battery of artillery, totaling two to three thousand soldiers.  The column intercepted Major 

Apperson and his detachment returning from their scout, and the number of rescuers increased by 

one-hundred men.37 

The column reached McAlpin=s within an hour of the attack.  The men dismayed to see the 

burnt wagons, injured and abandoned horses, and the wounded and dead left unattended in the 

fields.  Within a few minutes, the Illinoisans hiding in the canebrakes broke out of concealment, 

eager to participate in the rescue.  Swan, however, wasted thirty minutes placing the column into 

line of battle, Ato no visible good purpose,” except to ease the lieutenant-colonel=s belief that the 

Confederates planned a second attack.  Swan, finally satisfied that the Rebels had left the area, got 

the rescue party moving; unfortunately, the Rebels now had at least a ninety-minute head start.  

The Fifth survivors who had lost their mounts and guns stayed at McAlpin=s to gather the dead and 
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tend to the wounded.  The column rode rapidly for about twelve miles, hoping to catch the Rebels 

and rescue their friends.  In a misguided moment, Swan ordered a slower pace to ease pressure on 

the artillery and their horses.  The cavalrymen, especially the Fifth Illinois, became disgusted with 

Swan=s lack of urgency.38  

By sunset, Lieutenant Mann estimated the rescue party traveled only about one hour behind 

the Confederates.  If they had quickened or even maintained their pace, the lieutenant speculated, 

they would have overtaken the Rebels before nightfall, but Swan again slowed the column.  When 

the cavalry reached a nearby plantation, the Iowa colonel ordered a halt until morning.  Fifth 

Illinois officers argued hotly, but Swan refused to continue the search.  The entire rescue party 

reluctantly bedded down for the night.  The cavalrymen later observed Swan and the quartermaster 

imbibing from a liquor bottle the colonel always carried with him.39  

The rescue party started early the next morning on the attackers= trail, but Swan kept the 

men moving at a slow pace.  Within an hour or two, the Iowa colonel ordered a countermarch 

back to Helena.  Again, Fifth Illinois officers remarked about Swan=s lack of effort, but to little 

effect.  Lieutenant Mann penned the feelings of many Fifth Illinoisans: AI felt chegrined [sic] to 

think we were compelled to obey such an incompetent and inefficient officer as Col[.] Swan and 

thereby allow our captured comrades to suffer in confinement when a little activity and energy on 

our part would have relieved them.”  The Fifth returned to their main camp at Duck Grove by 4:00 

P.M. that day.40 

As the last of the twilight melted into darkness, many soldiers considered the fate of their 

friends and family members, lost or wounded during the attack.  Lieutenant Mann expressed his 

grief in a letter to his wife Nancy, @O my dear wife could [you] have realized the feeling of us all 
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when we got the news of the loss of our train and the escort.  War is terrible indeed and its scenes 

hardens all hearts to cries for pity.”  Fortunately, Mann found solace with his messmates Henry 

Gilbreath and Jacob Hooker who managed to escape, but Mann felt the loss of his best friend, 

Thomas H. Barnfield, who could not be found after the ambush.  A>T.H.B.=, my friend, the life of 

our mess and of the company, was among the missing.  Was he wounded or taken prisoner without 

being hurt?, were the questions often passing through my mind, unanswered.”  Many Fifth 

Illinoisans contemplated the same uncertainties, for at least thirty captured cavalrymen shared their 

service in the regiment with a son, brother, father, nephew, or cousin.41 

The mental anguish of those in the Fifth who lost comrades in the attack was further 

exasperated when they learned from an escaped teamster that the Confederates did not cross White 

River until the following day.  The rescue column had been only twelve miles behind their captured 

comrades.  If Swan had allowed the column to continue, they may have rescued many of the men. 

Early Thursday morning, 23 October, Captain McConkey organized seven companies of 

the Fifth Illinois to head back to McAlpin=s to retrieve the abandoned wagons and search for more 

survivors.  They found several wagons, mired in mud, at the Johnson plantation.  The boys exacted 

retribution, burning every building at the estate; the same fate McAlpin=s and other plantations in 

the area suffered the day before by a rancorous party of the Fifth Illinois survivors.  The country, 

an Illinois diarist described, was laid to Awaste with [the] desolation of war.  Such a scene of 

devastation I had never before witnessed.  Splendid mansions, large cotton barns, stables and meat 

and carriages, houses were all in ashes. . . .  Chared [sic] remains and smoking ruins is all that [is] 

now to be seen of those once stately edifices.@  The troops carried off anything from the homes 

that would be useful in camp.  Lieutenant Mann believed Athe citizens who induced the attack and 
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capture of our forage trains have been severly [sic] punished, in fact they are ruined. >Those who 

draw the sword, must perish by the sword’.”  The soldiers spared nothing except the slaves= 

quarters, Ashowing how fully [we] sympathize with these creatures, who are the only friends we 

find here.”42 

Corley and Johnson took their prisoners to Little Rock, where they were confined, but 

treated well, Aor at least as well as it was in their power to treat them.@  The prisoners ate parched 

corn, fresh beef, and corn bread, but, to the chagrin of some, no coffee or tea, just cold water.  The 

prisoners received paroles quickly, and by early November 1862, many returned to the Fifth Illinois 

camp at Duck Grove.  Within a month the prisoners moved to a parole camp at Benton Barracks in 

St. Louis, and remained there until they could be exchanged (on paper) for paroled Confederates.  

After the exchange, the men returned to active duty with the regiment.  Some twenty-four Fifth 

Illinoisans did not travel to St. Louis, but instead considered themselves out of the war and 

returned home for an unofficial extended furlough.  Many did not return to the Fifth until March 

1863 and consequently, regimental authorities listed these men as absent without leave.43 

Bad luck haunted the paroled prisoners throughout the war.  Out of the eighty-one 

captured men, twenty-three died of disease or received disability discharges within two years of 

their exchange.  James Berry, Company L, and Sergeant Samuel Ellis, Company M, participated in 

an ill-fated cavalry raid to Brookhaven, Mississippi in June 1863.  They would be captured again, 

along with thirty-five of their fellow cavalrymen.  Lieutenant Elliott=s Company G suffered 

miserably during the remaining years of the war.  Of the fifteen men involved in the ambush, six 

died of disease and one committed suicide in March 1863.  One note of success involved 

Lieutenant Mann=s best friend, Thomas H. Barnfield, who returned to his regiment in fine shape 
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and received a promotion to second lieutenant in March 1863.  Barnfield retained this rank until his 

mustering out in March 1865.44  

A healthy Colonel Hall Wilson returned to his depleted regiment four days after the 

ambush.  The only person he held responsible for the debacle on 22 October was Brigadier General 

Alvin P. Hovey for Asending out an ineficient [sic] force to forage.”  Though Wilson=s superiors 

looked for accountability within the regiment, no evidence exists to suggest Federal authorities 

punished Elliott and Apperson for their poor judgment.  This may have been due to two reasons: 

Elliott remained a paroled prisoner until March or April 1863, and no one, not even the Fifth=s 

brigade commander Colonel Cyrus Bussey, knew who commanded the Fifth Illinois that October 

day.  Elliott remained with the Fifth Illinois as a first lieutenant of Company G, but his actions at 

McAlpin=s plantation caused many officers to question his abilities.  When the captaincy of 

Company G became available in January 1863, Wilson recommended Sergeant Benjamin Hopkins 

in a letter to Illinois Adjutant General Allen C. Fuller because Elliott=s actions during the ambush 

Areflect strongly against his efficiency as an officer.@  Elliott mustered out as a lieutenant in 

November 1864.45 

Apperson retained his commission until July 1863 when he received a promotion to 

lieutenant colonel of the Fifth.  A few days after he assumed command, however, two majors, six 

captains, and four lieutenants from the regiment filed charges against him for cowardice during the 

battle of Mechanicsburg, Mississippi on 3 June 1863.  Additional charges of intoxication in May 

and June would further tarnish his reputation.  He was unable to counter the charges against him 

and Apperson resigned because of debility due to chronic diarrhea in October 1863.  Command of 

the Fifth fell to Lieutenant Colonel Abel Seley, who would retain command until Colonel John 
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McConnell joined the regiment in May 1864.46 

Though the Fifth Illinoisans continued to confiscate necessities during expeditions and free 

slaves whenever they encountered them, the men=s taste for Southern commodities diminished after 

the defeat at McAlpin=s plantation.  They would greatly curtail, but not fully abandon, their 

freelance pillaging activities.  The humiliation of the ambush remained with the soldiers for many 

years, but history would give the regiment a reprieve.  This is in part due to William F. Scott’s 

story of the Fourth Iowa Cavalry, where he misidentified the victims of the ambush as Fifth 

Kansans.  His narrative became a popular source of information about the Army of the Southwest 

in 1862, including many modern studies of the Confederate and Union cavalry at Helena.  The 

Fifth Cavalry would leave Helena in May 1863 to join General Ulysses S. Grant’s army near 

Vicksburg.  There the regiment would participate in several battles and skirmishes where they 

would redeem themselves in their own eyes and in those with whom they served.  In the end, the 

salvation of the Fifth Illinois would be bought by the valor of its soldiers, not the quality of its 

officers.  A prayer uttered by Quarter Master Sergeant Packard in September 1862 remained 

unanswered: A>God send more wisdom to our commanders’.”47 
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